9/17/2019 - Peer Review 1
Meetings Overview
First set of meetings notes. Passed out feedback from first design review. What can we do to
make sure that we get the most out of our next design review. Subgroups will implemented to
spread workload.
Diagrams for next Phase
- Transformation Diagram
- 1. Inputs (resources, info, energy)
- 2. basic functions (emergency stop)
- 3. higher level functions (stop button, nozzle collision)
- Functional Decomposition
- Each team should make a tree for their team. (e.g. software should make
software tree,
Reflections and improvements from Problem Definition Review 1
- Generally, we need to have a better idea of what a phase entails.
- Utilize subteams to make meetings/tasks more efficient (tasks broken down by
subteam).
- Use meeting time to compile subteams work and for administrative work.
- Maintain a dynamic, priority-based schedule now that we enter the detail design phase.
- It is thought that this will be more efficient than using ClickUp.
- Subteam division for functions.
Review System for next phase
- External Review (2-3 weeks out)
- Setup interview with 3D printing experts
- Alex P. knows professor Bonzo in ISEE department
- Potentially include Bill and Gary
- We hope to learn about all of the possible functions that the printer will need to
do.
- Self Review (1-2 weeks out)
- At least 1 member of each team should review presentation before external
review.
- Peer Review (1-2 weeks out)
- Do a peer review with another MSD team.
- Alex P. can include people from outside of MSD team, but mainly students.

9/19/2019 - Initial Functional Decomposition
Meetings Overview
Diedra (from co-op office) started the class with a pep-talk for the career fair. Spent the rest of
the time working on the Functional Decomposition and Transformation Diagram. Alex P and
Amiee met with Sarah again to hammer out requirements.
Diedra Career Fair Pep Talk (20 minutes)
- Remove classes from Resume
- No sharp knives
- Use keywords from description of job
Functional Decomposition (2 hours)
- Going from top to bottom, ask how do i do ___.
- E.g. How to I operate the printer? (highest level)
I operate the printer by “Depositing Concrete”. (next level lower)
- Created initial function tree version on whiteboard.
- Photos were taken of the white board. (shown at bottom)
- Nick digitized the white board.
- Created a Transformation Diagram on another whiteboard.
Function Tree Diagram (25 minutes)
- A transfer diagram was created brainstormed on white board (shown at bottom)
- Mechanical Team should review the transformation chart and add more functions.

Transformation Diagram (25 minutes)

9/21/2019 - Mixing Party
Meetings Overview
Mixing Party! We met on the MSD floor and mixed a couple of batches of concrete in order to
start working on the print mixture. Here is some documentation.

Adding Water to Portland Cement in a mixing bag.

Adding cement from mixing bag to testing extrusion bag.

First extrusion test with portland cement and water. It seemed to be a bit watery and the nozzle
seemed to be a bit small. Clumping up too quickly, will try sifting.

Example of concrete sifting.

Second Extrusion Attempt

The image above is sifted quikrete portland cement. The ratio’s were not recorded, however we
found that using ~1in nozzle helped negate the water/concrete separation.

9/24/2019 - Functional Diagram
Meetings Overview
Had purchasing and CE/EE workshops. Learned about the general design processes that are
expected for the CE/EE design. After the meeting, we worked on the functional decomposition.

9/26/2019 - Systems Design Documents
Meeting Overview
Added standards to a collective document. Project leadership workshop for Joe and Alex. K.
Amiee and Chad worked on pugh charts and concept selection. Mary and Seth worked on lower
level functional diagrams.

9/30/2019 - Soil Lab Exploration
Meeting Overview
Nick, Alex, Amiee, Seth and Chad met at the SOIL lab in order to see if they could host our
project. There was some space but it sounds like the best plan would be to store the printer on
the MSD floor and move the printer to the SOIL lab when we need to print.

10/3/2019 - Pugh Charts
Meeting Overview
Worked more on Pugh charts and Function Decompositions.

10/5/2019 - Pugh/Morph Overhaul
Meeting Overview
This meeting focused on reviewing the Morphological Chart and Pugh Charts in order to
improve our concept selection. It was realized that the morph chart that was initially created
needed some more work. To improve the morph chart, additional criteria were added such as
structure material and nozzle design/material. New selection criteria were generated which
provided better selections specifically for our engineering requirements. Pugh charts were
generated for each new concept with the new selection criteria.

10/8/2019 - Presentation Preparation
Meeting Overview
The meeting consisted of reviewing information for the presentation and practicing for the
presentation.

10/10/2019 - Presentation!
Meeting Overview
Met with Sarah and Bill for our presentation. We presented from EDGE which Bill wasn’t a huge
fan of. Overall a good presentation.

10/17/2019 - Kickoff of Phase 3
Meetings Overview
Elizabeth addressed the start to the next phase and emphasized the need for subject matter
experts. Went over schedule planning for MSD2. Determined how we would organize tasks for
this phase. We decided upon a task status excel sheet.

10/22/2019 - Broke into teams
We broke into teams and worked on team elements.

10/24/2019 - Broke in to teams
We broke into teams and worked on team elements.

10/27/2019 - Mixing Party 2
Meetings Overview
Attending: Amiee, Seth, Chad, Joe, Mary, Alex K., Alex P.
Location: CET Lab
Mechanical Team:
High Risk Items: Extruder, Concrete mixture, Nozzle Design, Auger
Low Risk Items: Portability, Gantry System
Lower Risk Items: Mixture Delivery System (instead of shovel)

Testing Sakrete Mortar Mix S type mixes using a WYE pipe with a tubular pressure applicator to
extrude concrete mixtures. Pictures taken.

Test 1:
We started out with 5 scoops of 79g each, with 54.4 mL (10.885mL/scoop) and the mixture was
too powdery, and would be brittle.
We added 25mL of more water and it was still too crumbly.
After another 25mL added, it was closer to what we wanted, but still too crumbly.
Another 25mL of water was added, and the mixture was able to hold its shape.
We put it through the extruder and it seemed too dry, and didn’t extrude well with the tubular
pressure.

Test 2:
We used 10 scoops: 790g of base concrete. Added 260mL of water. Mixed like grits, adding all
the water at once and mixing. Gravity moved the concrete easily out of the 1.5 inch extruder.
We were able to stack a layer on top of the first layer of concrete, and used the spatula as a
check valve . Not much slump has occurred.

Our next step is to use an extruder in combination with an auger. And use a smaller opening for
the second mixture.

Software Feasibility
For awhile, there was uncertainty of how to interact with the Duet3d board. There were detailed
instructions from 2010 that directed towards a computer program that was riddled with errors
and configuration problems. Today, a breakthrough as made. This video from 2018
(https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6nqddfxHla0) shows the setup of the Duet wifi board with
the modern firmware that loads onto the board from a web interface. Additionally, a
configuration website is provided (https://configtool.reprapfirmware.org/Start) that allows for
parameter configuration.

10/29/2019 - Broke in to teams
We broke into teams and worked on team elements.

10/31/2019 - Broke in to teams
Happy Halloween! Work was done on the EDGE website by the software and electrical teams.
The Mechanical Engineering team worked on prototyping a nozzle.

11/3/2019 - Extruder v1 Test - Feasibility
We finished fitting our first designed auger to our PVC extruder assembly. We found that the
diameter of the original prototype was too large and had too tight of a tolerance, which made the
auger seize up in the extruder. For v2 of our prototype, we will be loosening up the tolerance
between the OD of the auger blade and the ID of the PVC extruder.
We found that our nozzle geometry allows for a diffusion of pressure prior to leaving the nozzle.
Design corrections are to be made to add a step to interface with the mating diameter (should
be a constant ‘cylinder’).
Found that our prototype v1 failed in that there was not a normal force to constrain the auger
within the extruder. That is, when we turned the auger to extrude, the material’s viscosity
pushed back enough that the auger pushed out of the top of the extruder instead of pushing the
material out of the bottom.
Found that we might need to learn how to test viscosity - using a rotational viscometer would be
a current viable choice with concrete/cement.
Implement a more rigid shaft for the auger so we can apply higher torques without deformation we are starting with a ½” square tube as our shaft. A special bushing and mating assembly has
been designed to hold the auger in place so axial movement is eliminated during extrusion
(turning the auger).

11/5/2019 - Worked on Preparing Presentation
Started the meeting by making alfajores that Alex P. brought back from Peru. This was
important in lifting team morale.

11/7/2019 - Adding Materials to EDGE
Documents were collected and added to website.

11/12/2019 - Preliminary Detailed Design Review
Met with Bill for our presentation. Sarah wasn’t able to make it. We planned to meet with her on
Thursday.

11/14/2019 - Detailed Design Kickoff
A brief kickoff for detailed design kickoff. Work was done to select the movement system. 3
teams of 2 created pro/con list of 3 different gantry types. Core XY, Delta, and CNC Inspired
cartesian. Additionally, Sarah (our customer) was met with in order to go over the preliminary
detailed design review materials.

11/17/2019 - Extruder, auger v2, nozzle v2
Progress was made:
- using half inch tube allowed higher input torque and more continuous motion.
- Captivating the auger helps to keep continuous motion - we were able to “extrude
solid macaroni” - reasoning behind that is unsteady constraint of extruder as a
whole ( Amiee isn’t rigid enough - her words)
- The nozzle improvements seemed to in fact be an improvement - further testing
required.
- Consistent and uniform pressure works (evident by pushing through nozzle w/
fingers https://drive.google.com/open?id=1JZ97BQ24AYOHDv735Ltm8rHipMCFoOKj)
The Setbacks:
- The auger outer diameter is still too large. Too much friction! (there is a boundary
layer thing going on between the outer diameter of the auger and the inner
diameter of the pipe caused my our material and the small tolerance)
TODO:
- How can we figure out the boundary layer thickness : maximum particle size and
shear - look at ASTM C144, sieve des. No. 8 max particle size 2.36 mm. Sacrete
mortar mix type s.
-

Figure out how much mixture above to drive gravity fed auger augmented
extruder.

-

The auger tip got destroyed by the mixture
The PVC is starting to get beat up as well

-

Small macaroni sized extrusion caused by unsteady/ unstable
constraint of extruder assy as a whole.

11/19/2019 - Organization and Decided Structure
Type
Began the meeting by defining what our plan for the rest of the detailed design phase.
Completed three week plans as a team. Defined the structure type that will be used. Talked
about the power supply selection.

11/21/2019 - Organization and Mechanical Planning
Received the Duet2 wifi board and expansion board from Duet3d :). Mechanical team continued
work on structure. Overall google drive and test plans were organized.

12/3/2019 - Preparation for Detailed Design Review
Began by planning the gate review. We realized that the design review was not prepared. The
rest of the meeting was spent preparing for the design review.

12/4/2019 - Extrusion Test
Another mixing party was done by Joe and Alex K.. This test was more successful and concrete
was extruded smoothly.

12/5/2019 - Detailed Design Review
Good detailed design review. Bill and Sarah were pleased with the extrusion video.

12/8/2019 - Meeting with Dr. DeBartollo
Chad and Joe met with Dr. DeBartollo about our $7,000 budget. She said that our website does
not inspire her to spend another $5,500 on our project. Alex K. also updated the BOM with more
reasonably priced solutions sourced from Amazon.

12/11/2019 - Planning for Gate Review
Began by catching the rest of the team up on the budgetary updates. From the meeting with Dr.
D, Chad and Joe learned that there are 4 probable outcomes for a project.
1. Successful project without reducing scope.
2. Unsuccessful project without reducing scope.
3. Successful project with reduced scope.
4. Unsuccessful project with reducing scope.
From these lessons, we decided upon a schedule where we focus on various components of
the project. For example, we start with trying to get 1 axis working well. Then we can get 2 axis
working well. Then finally we can put together the entire printer. This allows us to have the focus
of a reduced scope without reducing our deliverables. This is how the schedule was decided.

